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Q.1

Give two examples of primary consumers.

(1)

Q.2

What is ITCZ ?

(1)

Q.3

What is Thermo cline ?

(1)

Q.4

What are the units to measure relative and absolute humidity ?

(1)

Q.5

What is social forestry ?

(1)

Q.6

Name any two types of condensation ?

(1)

Q.7

Name any two important hills of the Purvachal.

(1)

Q.8

Why is it essential preserve biodiversity ?

(3)

Q.9

Discuss the stages of the formation of Earth’s atmosphere.

(3)

OR
Discuss the evidences that support the continental drift theory.
Q.10 Our Earth is a playfield of two opposing groups of geomorphic processes. Explain.

(3)

Q.11 What are the types of droughts? Discuss in detail.

(3)

OR
Discuss how to mitigate the impact of earthquake.
Q.12 Which physical division is known as marusthali? Write its important features.

(3)

Q.13 What is the latitudinal spread of India? How is it advantageous?

(3)

Q.14 What is ocean current? What are the forces that influence the ocean current?
How do they affect the climate of the coastal region? Explain with examples.

(5)

Q.15 Distinguish between empirical and genetic classification of climate. What type of
classification was adapted by Koeppen? Discuss in detail about the characteristics of
any one climatic group.

(5)

OR
Discuss the phenomena of climatic change. Explain any two natural and manmade causes
of climatic change.
Q.16 Discuss the structure of the atmosphere and highlight the significance of each layer to men.
(5)
OR
How does insolation vary from place to place at the Earth’s surface? Discuss in detail the
factors influencing insolation.
Q.17 Give two examples of rock forming minerals. Write the formation of igneous rocks. Write
down one important characteristic.
(5)
Q.18 What are the types of soil erosion? Discuss three methods to conserve soil.

(5)
(1/2)

Q.19 Discuss tropical deciduous forest in detail.

(5)

A. Region of occurrence
B. Sub types
C. Commercially important plants
D. Nature of the plants
OR
Outline the main aims of the National Forest Policy.
Q.20 Though India has board climatic unity, still it has many regional variations. Elaborate this
statement with suitable examples.
(5)
Q.21 i) Draw and show.

(1+1+1)

a) The location of Hadley cell and Ferrel cell
b) The trade wind
ii) Identify

(1+1)

a) The ocean current
b) The tectonic plate

(a)

(b)

Q.22 Locate the following in the supplied outline map of India

(5)

a) River flowing through the central highland
b) Region experiencing Monsoon with dry summer (As)
c) Regions of Forest soil
d) Kanchenjunga peak
e) Region of Thorn forest in peninsular India
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